
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Slated Row School enables independence for pupils with dyslexia through 
Read&Write GOLD 

 

Tina Wright, ICT Teacher at Slated Row School, Milton Keynes, feels that 

Read&Write GOLD, Texthelp’s literacy support software, has benefited pupils with 

dyslexia by enabling them to work independently.   

 

Slated Row is a special school, catering for 160 pupils who mainly have moderate 

learning difficulties, although some have more complex special educational needs. 

Tina states “Our pupils have a range of special needs, some so severe that they 

cannot use Read&Write; however, students in Year Eight and older who have 

specific learning difficulties, such as dyslexia benefit from using the software, 

especially those who have not mastered their reading skills. 

 

We purchased Read&Write GOLD a number of years ago as we had many non-

readers who could follow text when it was read to them.  I chose Read&Write GOLD 

because it had simple icons on the toolbar and was able to read aloud paragraphs of 

text in documents and online.  Pupils were also able to set the speech options to a 

voice and speed that they found easiest to follow.  

 

Students mainly use the software to read a paragraph of text to them thus giving a 

measure of independence.  When encountering vocabulary that is beyond them on 

the Internet they quickly recognise this and will search for other pages more useful to 

them.  I also recommend Read&Write GOLD for pages of instructions for tasks so 

that pupils can carry out lessons without constantly referring to staff with questions 

such as “What’s next?”.  We are currently not making full use of all the tools within 

Read&Write GOLD, but occasionally I will point out the talking dictionary to students 

who might benefit from using it.  The Word Prediction feature is also very good for 

students starting to write - they love choosing from the list of alternative words, with 

some fun results. 



 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Read&Write GOLD engenders independence from staff for pupils who are able to 

make use of the software.”  

 

Read&Write GOLD for Schools is Texthelp’s world leading literacy support software 

designed to assist pupils with dyslexia, literacy difficulties and English as a Second 

Language.  The software provides pupils with a unique set of tools to assist them 

with learning in the classroom and at home.  Read&Write GOLD helps pupils to 

improve their reading skills, enhance the accuracy of their writing and organise 

research for school projects. 

 

Read&Write GOLD is easy to use and features include: Screen Masking (to tint or 

mask sections of the window), Texthelp text-to-speech voices, a Translator (which 

translates selected words into French, Spanish, German or Italian), Spelling, 

Dictionary & Homophone support, and the software also echoes back Dragon text. 

 

For further information on Read&Write GOLD, please contact Elaine on Tel: 028 

9442 8105, email elaine@texthelp.com or visit our website www.texthelp.com 

 

 

About Texthelp Systems Ltd 

 
Texthelp Systems Ltd is the worldwide leader of literacy software solutions provided through three core 
business divisions: Education, Speech Services and Publishing. Texthelp has been developing assistive 
technology software for the learning disabled community since 1996. The aim has always been to provide the 
most comprehensive cutting-edge technology available to provide inclusive education. 
 
Based in Antrim, N. Ireland and with offices in the US, Texthelp is currently experiencing a period of sustained 
year on year growth.  The company has a reseller network covering over 20 countries. 
 
Texthelp has been a Deloitte Technology Fast 50 Award winning company for twelve years and won numerous 
product, innovation and marketing awards. 

 
 
 
 


